
 
 
 
 

 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
Job title:   Events Coordinator 

Department:   Marketing  

Responsible to:   Events Executive 

Salary:     Competitive  

Hours:                                40 hours 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

About the company  

We want to transform the way people live in cities. By providing the means to commute or explore with a bike that you can 
take anywhere and store anywhere, we can make cities better places to live. Our high-quality products, combined with a 
resurgence in cycling, means that we are enjoying strong, sustained growth. If we are to continue to thrive, we need to recruit 
great people who can contribute to our ambitious aims. We are a truly global company exporting 80% of our production to 
47 countries around the world and intend to produce over 50,000 bikes this year; though we believe we’re just getting started. 

The role  
 
The Individual in this role will encourage others to communicate effectively and efficiently at a level that is understood by all 
thus developing a culture of participation and involvement. They will also provide optimum levels of leadership, if required, 
encouragement, training and support in order to help others achieve their results and meet their budgets. 
 
The role will require you to create a positive and innovative atmosphere which encourages people to commit themselves to 
the task in hand and where necessary, go beyond the call of duty in order to achieve their key objectives. The person in this 
role will be expected to mentor, counsel, coach and generally support those who are not confident in their area of 
competence, building morale and personal esteem and generally encouraging others to give their best performance. 
 
The role requires the individual to be quite bold and if necessary, stubborn in order to fight a cause in situations where others 
are pushing in directions which may not be best for either all concerned or the organisation. Also, they must be non-
confrontational when handling or involved in conflict situations and in order to achieve agreed and acceptable 
standards and timescales adopt a passive and non-demanding working ethic. Furthermore, the individual must be alert to 
changing situations, show flexibility in approach, adaptability in difficult circumstances and continuously strive to achieve a 
result. 
 
This role is calling for an individual who has contactability, self-confidence and an innate need to create goodwill within 
others. The job role will require someone who actively influences, persuades and motivates people in a confident and 
inspirational manner. The person fulfilling this role should be a strong communicator, positive, participative, enthusiastic, 
optimistic, accommodating, energetic, verbal, active and capable of creating good relationships. Furthermore, they should 
not be involved with antagonistic situations or confrontation with others. It should also be noted that the incumbent would 
be expected to work on the periphery of structures, procedures and administrative practices. 
 
The person  
 
We are seeking a person who is passionate and energetic as this person will be representing the Brompton brand at our 
events. They will be creative, articulate and proactive and will strive to take our events to the next level. They will be 
full of initiative and ready to take the lead on projects and drive them forward. Furthermore, they will be highly 
interactive and love collaborating and empathetic to others needs. The potential candidate will be a great team plater 
and relationship builder who can build rapport with people at all levels. The successful candidate will also be culturally 
aware and able to interface well with colleagues and visitors from around the world and conduct themselves 
professionally. Most of all – the successful candidate will be willing and keen to ride Brompton Bikes!  
 



 
Main Responsibilities: 
 
Consumer events:  
 

• Support in the development and delivery of an expanding portfolio of engaging, impactful brand experiences. 
• Take a leading role in the Brompton World Championship race series. Support in the recruitment of sponsors, act 

as an account manager to various suppliers / partners and assist in the coordination of the events. 
• Support in the creation and production of event marketing assets including stands, flyers and content. 
• Help develop a Brompton community event series, leveraging the global Brompton Junction retail network.  
• Assist with product launch events and Brompton Junction store openings.  
• Attend events and act as a brand ambassador, positively interacting with the Brompton audience.  
• Support European Sales and Marketing managers with the organisation of local market events, with the 

opportunity to travel internationally to support onsite.  
• Develop an events kit loan process and roll out across all our markets.  
• Ensure all event-related administrative records are kept up to date. 
• Create engaging reports to share success and learnings from consumer events. 

  
Trade & Media Events 

• Take a leading role in developing events with the global dealer network, supporting in-market sales managers. 
• Manage international dealer conferences, including communication with dealers, management of suppliers, 

coordination of internal stakeholders and producing reports before and after the events. 
• Provide support for trade events including Eurobike, the largest cycling trade show in the world 
• Coordinate fleet of marketing loan bikes. Facilitate and track requests, working with our tech team to manage 

logistics. 
• Manage media events, including press rides, product launch events and filming in the factory. 
• Create engaging reports to share success and learnings from trade and media events. 

 
Skills and Requirements:  
 
Essential 

• Outstanding project management skills – you are organised and diligent 
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills 
• Attention to detail and accuracy in all communications 
• Ability to prioritise and use your time efficiently  
• Able to juggle multiple tasks with varying timelines. 
• Problem solving, lateral thinking and being able to think on your feet  
• Curious and keen to learn about events and brand experiences 
• Good working knowledge of Windows programmes (particularly Word, Excel and PowerPoint) 

 
Please note this role may require working outside of normal office hours including potential occasional weekends. Time is 
provided in lieu for weekends or bank holidays worked. 
 
Job Profile   
 
Brompton utilises Personal Profile Analysis and Psychometric Assessments during the recruitment process to identify the 
behaviour requirements and working styles of our job functions. Below outlines the 4 basic characteristics generally displayed 
in the working environment. This job profile will allow all candidates to decide if they fit the profile for the role. 
 
Influence (High I) 

• The possession of leadership and motivational skills will be vital to success in this function. 
• Those candidates or incumbents who are able to establish and cultivate meaningful inter-personal relationships will 

be at a distinct advantage. 
• The creation of a positive and friendly work place will often be expected of the job holder. 
• The job will best be filled by those who are able to participate naturally and willingly with others. 



• Influencing and motivational skills are critical requirements for incumbents. 
 
Compliance (Marginally Low C) 

• Disciplined, systematic and diplomatic but at times exhibit a distinctly rigid, fearless and strongly opinionated 
approach to their work commitments 
 

Dominance (Low D) 
• Incumbents who have the natural skills to exercise caution and care in their day to day responsibilities should find it 
• rewarding working in this position. 
• Independent and strong-willed people who are driven to dominate and compete with their peers, are likely to be an 

unsettling influence in this job. 
• Taking great care with, and evaluating the consequences of, critical decisions will be highly regarded 
• Risk awareness and concern for the impact of all one's actions will be traits respected in the successful candidate. 
• An unassuming and unpretentious style will be well suited to the critical requirements of this, at times, conservative 

position. 
 
Steadiness (Low S) 

• A demonstrative, self-critical and determined intent to complete assignments within time scales will be appreciated 
and rewarded. 

• The ability to contribute to the energy levels of the team or work-group will seldom go unrecognised 
• Incumbents who become impatient with those who work at a slow and steady pace will have ample opportunity to 

demonstrate their own energy levels. 
• Alertness, intolerance of slothfulness and a self-critical nature are sought-after attributes in this job. 
• Candidates who are too passive and easy-going may find it difficult to perform adequately in this position. 

 
Benefits  
Brompton offers you a very excellent working environment with enthusiastic colleagues who get along very well, 
communicate and cooperate with each other. The working climate is informal, but we work hard. Next to good terms of 
employment Brompton offers you the opportunity to work in a responsible and challenging job within a dynamic, 
international and ambitious environment.  We are all proud to be part of Brompton Bicycle; we all share the same passion 
and dedication to the company and embrace differences in cultural backgrounds and skills.  
 

• Huge discount on your very own Brompton (family and friends get discount too) 
• Position to thrive. Whether you’re early in your career or an experienced professional, Brompton provides you with 

everything you need to excel in your job and for personal growth.  You will be actively encouraged to increase your 
skillset and to attend relevant events 

• 20 days holiday plus Bank Holidays, increasing the longer you stay with us 
• Workplace Pension Scheme, Season Ticket Loan, Childcare Vouchers, Flexible Working, Cycle to Work Scheme to 

name just a few…...  
• Birthday Breakfast, Family Fun Days, Christmas Parties, London to Brighton Bike Rides, Charity Raffles, Volunteering 

with the local community all go towards creating a working environment that is fun and enriching  
 
How to Apply  
 
If you feel that you fit within the Brompton team spirit and you can bring talent, innovation and enthusiasm to our workforce 
then please email your CV and covering letter to the People team, at recruitment@brompton.co.uk.  In the subject, please 
specify the role you are applying for. You are encouraged to submit when ready and not wait until the deadline. 
 
You should be advised that any applications submitted without a covering letter and CV will not be considered for the role. 
 
Applicants must have the right to work in the United Kingdom.  
 
The Company reserves the right to vary or amend the duties and responsibilities of the post holder at any time according to the needs of the Company’s business. 
The statements contained in this job description reflect general details as necessary to describe the principal functions of this job, the level of knowledge and skill 
typically required and the scope of responsibility. It should not be considered an all-inclusive listing of work requirements. Individuals may perform other duties as 
assigned, including work in other functional areas to cover absences of relief, to equalize peak work periods or otherwise to balance the workload. 
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